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Abstract: 

In this paper, the algorithm for the transmission of a message from the despatcher to the receiver is enlightened by 

employing second-degree Diophantine equations and simultaneous Diophantine equations.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the study of secure communication 

techniques that restrict message contents to only the recipient 

and intended sender. Many authors have discussed public-key 

cryptosystems based on integer factorization, discrete 

logarithm, or elliptic curve techniques [1–10]. In this article, 

the process of conveying a message from one person to 

another is exposed by using second-degree Diophantine 

equations and a system of Diophantine equations. 

II. Application of second-degree Diophantine equations in 

cryptography 

this section exemplifies the ability to use second-order 

Diophantine equations in cryptography 

 

A. Communication Of A Message Between Two Persons 

Over A Second-Degree Diophantine Equation 

The communication of message 4563 between the sender and 

the recipient is explained through the following algorithm:  

STEP 1: The recipient sets the integer values of variables �, � 

to � = 	13, � = 	3    (1)  

and using those variables, the recipient constructs his public 

key as a Diophantine equation  �� − 6�� − 17 = 	0 (2)   

STEP 2:The recipient sends the Diophantine equation (2) to 

the sender by keeping the values of the variables 13 and 3 

secret. 

 STEP 3: The sender inserts an element ���, �� = ���� into 

the quotient ring ���, ��  / �� − 6�� − 17  and describes the 

following operator on that quotient ring  

�[�, �, �]:	�	 → �� + ��    (3) 

where �, �, and �	are integers. The sender places an element 

����on the quotient ring and practises the operator repeatedly 

on this element, as offered below 

�[�,�,�] ��[�,�,�]������� 

= �[�,�,�]����� + 8� 

= ���! + 16���� + 67 

= 36��� + 84�# + 49�! + 16���� + 6     (4) 

STEP 4: The sender maintains ℎ��, �� = 36��� + 84�# +
49�! + 16���� + 6  and fixes the element  ���, �� = ���� 

as public key and sustains the parameters operator as a private 

key. 

STEP 5: The recipient upholds the premeditated value 

ℎ�13,3� = 20894044 as public and �13,3� = 4563 as secret. 

STEP 6: The recipient returns the value 20894044	 to the 

sender while concealing the value 4563. 

STEP 7: The sender recovers the value of �as 

� =	�	[�,�,�](� ��[�,�,�](��20894044�� 

				= 	 �	[�,�,�](��4571� = 4563.   (5) 

STEP 8:As a result, the recipient and sender might be able to 

share the secret. 
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B. Communication of the message between three persons 

through the second-degree Diophantine equation 

The communication of message 16125 between the despatcher 
and two receivers is exemplified as follows. 

STEP 1: The receiver )�  sets the integer values 5, 11  as 

private keys and create the public key as the Diophantine 

equation  �� − �� − 4 = 	0             (6)  

The receiver )� retains � = 5 and � = 55 as private keys and 

the public key as the corresponding Diophantine equation 

�� − 2� − 15 = 0                                         (7)  

STEP 2:)�  and )�  both share their public keys with the 

dispatcher S. 

STEP 3: As in section II (A), the despatcher uses the operator 

given in (3) repeatedly by placing an element ����  on the 

quotient ring, as mentioned below. 

�[�,�,(�] ��[�,*,�]������� 

= �[�,�,�]����� + 15� 
= �!�� + 30���� + 219 

= ��� − 8�# + 16�! + 30���� + 219            (8) 

The Dispatcher + holds  ,��, �� 	= ��� − 8�# + 16�! +
30���� + 219 and -��, �� = ���� as public keys by keeping 

the parameter operator [2,3, −2] private for the receiver )�. 

The Dispatcher S inserts an element .��, �� into the quotient 

ring   ���, ��  / �� − 2� − 15 = 0 and express the given 

operator repetitively by placing an element ���on the quotient 

ring, as revealed below. 

�[�,�,�] ��[�,�,�]������ 

= �[�,�,�]���� + 6� 
= ���� + 12��� + 40 

= ���� + 3�/ − 90�� + 675� + 40 

= 0��, ��                    (9) 

The despatcher makes 0��, �� and .��, �� = ��� as public by 

sustaining the operator parameters private for the receiver )�. 

STEP 4: 

The receiver )� directs the value of  ,�5,11� = 229219594 to 

the dispatcher and possess -�5,11� = 15125 secret. 

The receiver )�  computes .�5,55�	 and 0�5,55�  and sends  

0�5,55� = 228947165  to the sender by upholding     

.�5,15� = 15125 secret. 

STEP 5: The dispatcherrecovers the value -  by using the 

value of ,��, ��as    

-	 = 	�	[�,*,�](� ��[�,�,(�](��229219594�� 

				= �	[�,*,�](��15140� = 15125.                                        (10) 

The despatcher convalesces the value .by applying 0��, �� as 

. = 	�	[�,�,�](� ��[�,�,�](��228947165�� 

				= �	[�,�,�](��15131� = 15125.   (11) 

STEP 6:Finally, the dispatcher and receivers R�and R� could 

share the secret. 

III. Application of Simultaneous Diophantine Equations in 

Cryptography 

This section describes the application of simultaneous 

Diophantine equations in cryptography. 

A. Transmission of a message between two persons 

through simultaneous Diophantine equations  

The transmission of a message 1225 between two adherents 

by means of simultaneous Diophantine equations is explicated 

by the following algorithm. 

STEP 1:The recipient creates the following simultaneous 

Diophantine equations as his public key by giving integer 

values to the variables �	and	� by� = 	7, � = 	5       (12)  

�� − 2�� + 1 = 	0    

2�� − 3�� − 23 = 0           (13)  

Here, 7, 5 are kept secret by the recipient. 

STEP 2:The sender collects the Diophantine equation (13) 

from the recipient. 

STEP 3:As in section II (A), the sender uses the operator 

specified in (3) repeatedly by employing an element ����on 

the quotient ring as follows. 

�[�,�,�] ��[�,�,�]������� 

= �[�,�,�]����� + 16� 
= �!�! + 18���� + 108���� + 214 

= �!�! + 18���� + 180�� + 792�� + 214 

= 2��, ��    (14) 

STEP 4:The sender makes 2��, ��  and the fixed element 

3��, �� = ���� public and the operator parameters private. 

STEP 5:The recipient calculates 3�7,5�	 and 2�7,5�  and 

displays 2�7,5� = 1865409389  in public while preserving 

3�7,5� = 1225 in secret. 

STEP 6:The recipient returns the value 1865409389to the 

sender while concealing the value of 2. 

STEP 7:The sender recovers the value 3as 

3 =	�	[�,�,�](� ��[�,�,�](��1865409389�� 

						= �	[�,�,�](��1231� = 1225.   (15) 

STEP 8: Finally, the recipient and sender interchange the 

secret 3 
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B. Sharing of the message among the sender and two 

recipients over simultaneous  

Diophantine Equations  

Sharing of message 1728 between the sender and two 

recipients over simultaneous Diophantine equations are 

illustrated below. 

STEP 1:The recipient ��generates simultaneous Diophantine 

equations as his public key by engaging the integer values of 

variables 3 and 4 as his private keys. 

2�� − �� − 2 = 	0    

�� − 2�� + 23 = 0  (16)  

The receiver �� preserves the relevant simultaneous 

Diophantine equation 

�� − 8�� − 8 = 	0     

2�� − 13�� − 11 = 0                          (17)       as 

public key and the private keys are � = 8 and � = 3 

STEP 2:�� and �� directed their public keys to sender U. 

STEP 3:As in section II (A), the sender repeats the operator (3) 

by engaging an element ����  on the quotient ring as 

mentioned below. 

�[�,�,(�] ��[�,*,�]������� 

= �[�,�,(�]����� + 20� 
= �#�# + 60�!�! + 1200���� + 7999 

	= �#�# + 60��� − 1260��4 + 8820�5 − 20580�! 

				+1200���� + 7999 

= 6��, ��   (18) 

The sender U retains 6��, �� and 7��, �� = ���� public with 

the operator, and the parameters are private for the recipient 

��. 
The sender U inserts an element 9��, �� = ����  into the 

quotient ring���, �, �� / �� − 8�� − 8 = 	0 and2�� − 13�� −
11 = 0  and delineates the given operator on that quotient 

ring,such as  

�[�,�,(�] ��[�,�,�]������� 

= �[�,�,(�]����� + 6� 
= �!�# + 18���! + 108���� + 210 

= �!�# + 18���! + 756�* + 108�� + 210 =
:��, ��    (19) 

The sender possesses :��, �� and 9��, �� = ����as public and 

the operator parameters as private for the receiver ��. 

STEP 4: The recipient ��  leads the value of 6�3,4� =
5341020991 to the sender by reserving7�3,4� = 1728 secret. 

The recipient ��  estimates 0�8,3�	 and 3�8,3�  and refers  

:�8,3� = 5213714898 to the sender by sustaining9�8,3� =
1728 secret. 

STEP 5: The senderrecuperates the value 7 by using 6��, �� 
as 

7 = 	�	[�,*,�](� ��[�,�,(�](��5341020991�� 

					= �	[�,*,�](��1748� = 172(20) 

The sender improves the value q by using :��, �� as 

9 = 	�	[�,�,�](� ��[�,�,(�](��5213714898�� 

				= �	[�,�,�](��1734� = 1728. (21) 

STEP 6: The sender U and recipients ��  and �� might be 

capable of conveying the secret. 

IV. Conclusion 

The encryption method was discussed in this work by using 

second-degree Diophantine equations and simultaneous 

Diophantine equations. Through this method, how messages 

can be sent from one person to another using a variety of 

operators is explained in detail. In a similar way, one can 

search for the application of higher-degree Diophantine 

equations in Cryptography. 
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